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The Ancient Sailing Season (Mnemosyne Supplements History and Archaeology of Classical Antiquity) (Latin Edition)Brill Academic Publishers, 2012

	A comprehensive examination of the effects of the shifting seasons on maritime trade, warfare and piracy durig antiquity, this book overturns many long-held assumptions concerning the capabilities of Graeco-Roman ships and sailors.


	It is the long-standing belief among classical scholars that seafaring on

	the ancient Mediterranean...
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Mouse Models of Innate Immunity: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2013

	The innate immune system represents a critical arm of the immune response by providing immediate and robust host defense; however, human studies of its function are often limited by ethical, logistical, and technical obstacles. In Mouse Models of Innate Immunity: Methods and Protocols, experts in the field explore the design and...
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A First Course in Topos Quantum Theory (Lecture Notes in Physics) (Volume 868)Springer, 2013

	In the last five decades various attempts to formulate theories of quantum gravity have been made, but none has fully succeeded in becoming the quantum theory of gravity. One possible explanation for this failure might be the unresolved fundamental issues in quantum theory as it stands now. Indeed, most approaches to quantum gravity...
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Upstarts!: How GenY Entrepreneurs are Rocking the World of Business and 8 Ways You Can Profit from Their Success (Business Books)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	They’re young, they’re brash, they’re smartâ€•and they’re 77-million strong.


	Generation Y is creating startups at an unprecedented rate, and their approach to business is unlike anything you’ve seen. The generation described by the media as spoiled, entitled, even narcissistic, is proving...
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Hacking Web Intelligence: Open Source Intelligence and Web Reconnaissance Concepts and TechniquesSyngress Publishing, 2015

	Open source intelligence (OSINT) and web reconnaissance are rich topics for infosec professionals looking for the best ways to sift through the abundance of information widely available online. In many cases, the first stage of any security assessmentâ€•that is, reconnaissanceâ€•is not given enough attention by security professionals,...
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Six Sigma Business Scorecard : Creating a Comprehensive Corporate Performance Measurement SystemMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Ensuring growth and profitability through performance
 

PLAN * IMPLEMENT * MEASURE * ADJUST * PROFIT
 

"Great book!  The readers should keep their highlighters handy for they will find many points that they will want to remember." -- H. James Harrington, Ph.D., Author of Business...
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EDGE for Mobile InternetArtech House Publishers, 2003
This ground-breaking resource offers you a detailed treatment of EDGE and its critical role in the development of the mobile Internet. The book explains how this global radio based high-speed mobile data standard can be introduced into GSM/GPRS networks, improving data transmission speeds to support multimedia services. It enables you to become...
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Web Engineering: Principles and TechniquesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Since the advent of the Web, every aspect of our lives and organizational activities has changed dramatically. Organizations’ expectations and dependencies on the use of Web technologies have increased rapidly over the years. Most organizations have conceived these Web technologies as a critical instrument for enhancing their performance;...
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Taming Java ThreadsApress, 2000
Learning how to write multithreaded applications is the key to taking full advantage of the Java platform. In Taming Java Threads, well-known columnist and Java expert Allen Holub provides Java programmers with the information they need to write real multithreaded programs--programs with real code. Holub provides an in-depth explanation...
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How To Be a Graphic Designer Without Losing Your SoulPrinceton Press, 2005
Designers are quick to tell us about their sources of inspiration, but they are much less willing to reveal such critical matters as how to find work, how much they charge, and what to do when a client rejects three weeks of work and refuses to pay the bill. How to be a graphic designer without losing your soul addresses the concerns of...
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Mike Meyers' A+ Guide: PC Technician Lab Manual (Exams 220-602, 220-603, & 220-604)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Essential skills for IT professionals
Mike Meyers A+ Guide to Operating Systems Lab Manual, Second Edition features 40-plus lab exercises that challenge you to solve problems based on realistic case studies and step-by-step scenarios that require critical thinking. You'll also get post-lab observation...
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Strategies for eCommerce SuccessIRM Press, 2002
With electronic commerce growing so rapidly, businesses need to examine critical elements that could influence users' perceptions of business-to-business and business-to-consumer electronic commerce. This book presents a study of key components and concepts of e-commerce, evaluates the critical success factors for global e-commerce, the economics...
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